
BASIC LAW 

ENFORCEMENT 

SNIPER / F.O. 

CERTIFICATION 

COURSE 

WHAT:  Law Enforcement Basic Sniper / Forward Observer Certification.                                               

  5 Day / 3 Night —  50+ Hour Course   Biased toward Urban deployment. 

INSTRUCTORS:  Terry Cross—Lead        Jim Gilliland—A.I. 

WHEN:  Sept 30th— Oct 4th,  2019.            WHERE:  ALTUS Shooting Solutions - Baker, FL   

    www.1MilRt.com 
 

This is NOT just a precision rifle course.  This course will cover observation, reporting and administrative 

considerations in addition to precision rifle fire under stress and field conditions.  

Course curriculum is comprehensive and the tasks of each day are paced at a high tempo.  Individual skill 

assessments are made at the beginning and end of this course.  Continuous feedback and data is given to 

the student so that you have something tangible to document your progress. 

Range time is balanced with classroom lecture to insure that each student builds to and meets or exceeds 

performance goals set for this class.   

 

We will have 3 nights of Low Light / No Light instruction.  In the Southern U.S. the duration of Daylight 

varies from 10 to 14hrs depending on the time of the year and the weather.  In my opinion even a Basic 

Sniper course should give training in night operations to officers preparing for the role of Sniper/F.O. 

I ensure a professional and hands on environment.    Emphasis is placed on continuous communication 

between Instructor and Student.    

Favorable student to instructor ratios will be maintained.  Because of the P.O.I. and tempo, 1 Mil Right is 

limiting the number of slots for this course to 12 seats. 

There are many variables in every observation and shooting scenario that you are not in control of.  We 

will put you in more control to increase your chance of mission success. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                **CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 



1405 Frank Andrews Blvd.—Suite B 

Alexandria, LA  71303 

Phone: 318-528-8834 

Email: Terry@1MilRt.com 

1 Mil Right LLC.— Precision Rifle Training 

Building Rifle Drivers One Shot at a Time. . . . .  

P.O.I. Outline 

*Safety and rifle handling.        *Importance of physical and mental conditioning.   

* Proper selection, setup and maintenance of sniper rifle system.      

 *Introduction to Ballistics.     *Introduction to Optical Terms and Manipulation.      

*Fundamentals of marksmanship.     *Crisis marksmanship 

 *Fundamentals of Observation and reporting.             *  Rapid deployment and setup.          

*Target detection       *Anatomy and shot placement.   *Pre and Post Shooting Psychology  

 Setup and executing from irregular surfaces, vehicles and roof tops.         

*  9 hours of range time will be low-light/no-light with NV.  This will be split into three nights. 

*  Multiple target engagements.         *  Intro to Moving Targets.    *  Partial targets behind cover.             

 * Obstacle Avoidance     * Angle shots through glass.         *Elevated position considerations. 

*  Priority targets blended into mix of hostage targets.                 *Introduction to tripod deployment. 

*Insertion techniques.          *Cover/Concealment.      *Position sustainment. 

*Structure, Vehicle and natural terrain hide site Selection and Preparation. 

*Zero confirmation is made on all rifles prior to departure.      **Many other topics worked and discussed. 

PREREQUISITES :  Full Time Law Enforcement, Full Time Mil or Reserve Mil.      

                                       Students should have basic equipment as listed on the student info sheet and  

                                       be familiar with all kit.   

TUITION for 5 day / 3 night class:  - - -  $900.00/student.* 

 5 Nights of Lodging is included in this tuition fee. 

 
** If an officer fails to pass the initial entry screening test, they will not be eligible to 

graduate the class or receive a Basic Sniper Certification.  They may elect to remain 

with the class and audit the course.  It they elect to depart the course instead, full tui-

tion will be refunded. 


